3DSE9090 HIGH SQ
EXTENDER BASE
Hi-Square ink, when printed correctly, will produce a print with an extraordinarily thick ink layer that retains sharp edges and crisp, highly
detailed definition even after curing. The colors in this series are based on the standard Mix-Opaque colors. This is not a puff ink.

Holds excellent edge's and corners when printed through capillary film.
Can be print / flash/ print layered for additional height.

For satisfactory results with this ink the screen printer must use them
in combination with a correctly prepared screen and a carefully
adjusted printing technique.
Use 60 thread per inch (24 threads per centimeter) monofilament
polyester mesh. For best results the mesh should be tensioned to at
least 24 newtons per centimeter.

Can be printed on a manual or automatic press.
Great ink for innovating new effects.

To achieve the desired three-dimensional effect this ink must be
printed through direct capillary stencils that are at least 400 microns
thick. Stencils of 400-700 microns are recommended. (Contact Union
Ink for stencil film recommendations).
60 mesh is recommended. This mesh will allow for the ink to fill as
many screen openings as possible. Dyed mesh will reduce light
scatter. Longer exposure times should be expected.
Internationally compliant
Non-phthalate
https://www.avientspecialtyinks.com/services/compliance-support

There is a direct correlation between the thickness of the stencil and
the thickness of the printed and cured three-dimensional ink film.
Tests have shown that if you perform every step correctly, you can
achieve a cured ink film thickness of about 90% of the thickness of the
stencil.
See article at https://www.unionink.com/tips-techniques/print-3-dgarment-graphics/

The information above is given in good faith and does not release you
from testing inks and fabrics to confirm suitability of substrate and
application process to meet your customer standards and
specifications.

Cotton and some blends

Flash: Pre-heat pallets
Cure: 325°F

Standard plastisol cleaners, press
wash, or ink degradant

Counts: 60/120
Tension: 25n/cm3

Use Union Maxopake colors to tint.

Find safety information here:
www.avient.com/resources/safety-datasheets or contact your local CSR

80, 70
Profile: Square
Stroke: 2+
Angle: 10-20%

Not recommended

Capillary Film preferred
Off Contact: 1/8" (4mm) or greater
Emulsion Over Mesh: Coat for desired
thickness.

65 -95 °F (18 -35 °C) Avoid direct
sunlight
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